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Abstract lntrod.ction

Radiation hardening in austenitic stainless steels is shown to Irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC)remains

modih, deformation characteristics and correlate ,,,.'ellwith an an important concern in light-water reactor (LWR) core

increased susceptibility to intergranular stress corrosion cracking components. Despite an incre_e in research activity focussed

(IGSCC). Available data on neutron-irradiated materials have on this phenomenon, there is no agreement how radi,_tion

been analyzed and correlations developed between fluence, exposure affects SCC susceptibility. Neutron irradiation is

yield strength a ,d cracking susceptibility in high-temperature known to significant! ther material microstructure and

water environments. Large heat-to-heat differences in the microchemistry, accelerate kinetic processes, and produce

critical fluence (0.2 to 2.5x1021 n/cm 2) for IGSCC are changes insolutionchemistry. These effectsdirectlyinfluence

documented. In many cases, this variability is consistent with the local mechanics, reactivity and electrochemistry of the

yield s'rength differences among irradiated materials. IGSCC crack tip.

correlates better to yield strength than to fluence for most heats
"I'he development of a hardened microstructure may play a

sn_esling apossible role of radiation-induced hardening (and
microstructure) on cracking, critical role in the intergranular (IG) SCC susceptibility of

neutron-irradiated stainless steels. Yield strengths increase

Micro,s,.ructural evolution during proton and heavy-ion sharply over the same fluence range (05 to 2.0 X 102: n/cm 2)

irradiation has been characterized in low-carbon 304SSs. where cracking susceptibility is observed. However, very little

Hardemng results from a dispersion of dislocation loops in the characterization of pertinent irradiated microstructures have

matrix which increase in density and size with increasing been reported and no direct investigations of deformation

irradiation dose. Scanning and transmi_ion electron behavior and SCC resistance have been performed.

microscopy are used to examine dose, strain and temperature
The current work examines deformation characteristics and

effects on subsequent deformation characteristics. This

hardet:ed microstructttre produces inhomogeneous planar strength increases in irradia,.ed austenitic stainless steels, and
discusses their potential effects on 1ASCC. Available datadeformation within the matrix. Regularly spaced steps are

created at the surface during deformation which increase in from netttron-irradiation experiments have been compiled and
co...... ,o,,.. be:ween radiation hardeningnumber with increasing macroscopic strain. Twinning is the analyzed to develop --o'-,':' ",:

and cracking susceptibility. P,adiation hardening is quantifieddominant deformation mechanism at low temperature, while
'_ . s ..... =.,,, while. IGSCCsusceptibilitydislo_zion channeiing is observed at 288°C. Deformation by measuremen_ of v-el',2 .... _'u

has been assessed by post-irradiation, slow-strain-rate (SSR)charameristics are discussed in terms of their potential impact
on IGSCCbehavior. tests. Dislocation-defect in',eractions are examined in

irradiated, low-carbon 3_SSs after plastic deformation.
Irradiation damaee to teve!-: bez',,,'een ! and 5 d.,-oais r_roduced



by charged-particle bonlbar(.In'tent at elevated tetnperatures. Significant differences in IASCC susceptibility were also seen

Scanning=(SEM) :rod transmission (TEM)electron microscopy among the three 304SS heats examined by Chang, et al.5

is used to characterize the influence of irradiation species Cracking was observed at a fluence as low as 0.2x1021 n/cm 2

(l)roton or heavy ion), temperature and dose on defect fur a high-purity (liP) 304SS, while a CP heat did not exhil:)it

microstrttctures, and on subsequent deformation behavior. IGSCC even after a fluence of 2.5x1021 n/cm 2. Consistent

with this heat-to-heat variability is the CP 304SS data of

Fluence and Radiation-Hardening Effects on IASCC Clarke and Jacobs 7 and of Jacobs, et al. 8 showing isolated

P,.ecently, Bruemmer and Sirnonen I examined relationsldps samples resistant to IGSCC at fluences above 2x1021 n/crn 2
while similar specimens failed by nearly 100% IGSCC. Thearnong fluence, yield strength and SCC susceptibility. The most

complete examples documenting neutron fluence effects on comparison between the data of Kodama and that of Jacobs

cracking were shown to be the SSR test results of Jacobs, et al.2 for 316 heats also shows an :apparent difference in

and Kodama, et al.3 on BWR-irradiated, commercial purity susceptibility. These differences in IGSCC response suggest

(CP) 304 SSs. Intergranular cracking was observed to increase that the "critical" fluence for susceptibility may vary by more

sharply above a critical fluence level. Jacobs first detected thar_ an order of magnitude among stainless steel heats.

cracking at a fluence of about 5x102° n/cm 2, in good agreement Yield strength measurements 2'3'59 for various stainless steels
with in-core, control blade sheath cracking. 4 Percent 1G are summarized as a function of irradiation dose in Figure 2.

cracking in the SSR tests (strain rate of 3.7x10-7/s, 32 ppm 02) The 304SS (BWR) data of Jacobs 2 are the most complete and
was used to indicate material susceptibility, and reached nearly

100% at a fluence of ~3x1021 n/cm 2. Kodama did not report

significant IG cracking until a fluence >l.2x102t n/cm 2 and a . I - - I . . I. . _ . a • I .

fluence of ~6x1021 n/cnl 2 was required to approach i00% 900 .- .... •.

IGSCC. Differences and similarities are documented in ,_ ,." • = = ° ....._ _,-
• 1' t

Figure 1 showing that the Kodam:t data appears to be simply _ 700 ,'.A
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Fast l;'iuence(>1 MeV), Oat ultra' are representative of the heats examined for IGSCC. A rapid

rise in yield strength is observed with increasing fluence to

about 900 MPa at 3x1021 n/cm 2 (-4 dl)a). ATR irradiationsFigure 1. IGSCC Susceptibility ol' Irradiated Stainless Steels as
a Function of Fast Neutron Flucnce. tend to show lower stren/_ths that reach about 70°/'0 of the

' BWR data. Several differences ;tmong the data sets can be

detected. Although strength increases with ,..lose, the BWR-
shifted to lHgher fluences. An accurate fluence to promote irradiated 304 SSs that cracked at lower fluences tend to have
IGSCC is difficult to define, but is about 2x1021 n/cm 2. This

higher strengths. For example, the IGSCC-sttsceptil)le liP
'critical' fhtence is al)out 4 tirnes higher than that found by

heat of Chang exhibits yield strengths more than do),tble the
Jacobs.

more resistant CP absorber tube material.
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Yield strength measurements are compared to IGSCC results lCmliaticm.lnduced Micrnstu'uctures 'and l)efin'm'ation

in Figure 3. Nearly all of the BWR-irradiated materials of
I)eformatim_ in Neutron-Irradiated _ Steels.

Jacobs (304SS) and Kotlama (304 and 316SS) fall very close to
I.imited work has been conducted characterizingone another, initial cracking in the SSR tests is seen only after
rnicrostructural evolution during LWR irradiation with thethe yield strength has increased to about 600 MPa (more than

3 times the typical valtte for annealed stainless steel). In majority of analysis perforlned for higher temperature and
higher dose conditions. 10'll The primary microstructitral

change during low-temperature (288°C), low-dose (<5 dpa)
irradiation of stainless steels is the formation of small

........... 5] 727 • interstitial or vacancy dislocation loops. Typical densities
--"--304 Chung(Absorber) •/ appear to be on the order of 1016cm"3with sizes ranging up to

t'-- --_"-304 Kodam, '`:j l //

X 80 a 316 Kodmna 3 / /a// t_ -20rim in diarneter, l.oop densities and sizes increase with
m +304Jacobs::' / I// dose, and Frank loops may eventually unfault to form a
°m o 316LJacobs(A'I'R)6 / ,, /_ dislocation network. There was considerable effort 20 to 25

60 * 304 Jacobs (AWl,t)' | / /,_

40 "-- " loops and clusters produced by irradiation. In general, the/ /
o increasing the flow stress of the material (as documented inO 20

Figure 2).

0 ' _;* • _ "-':2"_--"_-+--'_-It-d_--'-----__--'--

itoo 300 500 700 900 A principal lfl_enomenon that results from the interaction of

gh:id Stress, MPa small h)ops and moving dislocations is "dislocation

channeling." In the channeling process, the initial dislocation

am]ihilates and/or combines with the defects on the slip plane

Figure 3. C()mparison of Y/old Strength to IGSCC for Ncutrt)n- during glide. Subsequent dislocations will tend to glide along

Irradiated Stainless Slecls. this same path, clearing out additional defects resulting in a
channel free of defects. Such channels have been seen in a

wide variety of materials, but primarily in pure metals. 12addition, the two absorber tube heats (liP and CP) of Clmng

are now consistent with one another, reflecting the rnucl_higher Channeling tends to be restricted to those materials where the

strength and IG cracking measured for the HP material, damage is in the form of a high loop density as opposetl to a

l towever, the IGSCC versus strength curve is shifted to lower dislocation network.

strengths with initial cracking observed tit ~450 MPa even

thougl_ the SSR test environment is less aggressive. Deformation characteristics in irradiated austenitic stainless

Interestingly, the ATP,-irradiated heats (304 and 316SS) also steels may be somewhat unique title tO their very low stacking

show cracking at lower strengths. One heat having very high fault energy. The stacking fat)It energy will be very irnlmrtant

strength and very little IGSCC is the CP 304SS sheath material since it determines the proper_sity for cross slip and ease of

of Chang. A large difference in the yield strengths required to jog formation, both of which are critical during dislocation-

promote IGSCC is evident bet,.veen the sheath (800 MPa) and loop interaction and channel formation. Some early work

absoq_er (450 MPa)materials. reported defornmtiort occurred in bands in irradiated and
deformed 304SS indicating possible channel formation. 13

Many of the differences among data sets in Figure 1 are lnhomogeneous deformation of this type has been recently

accounted for by comparing to the material yield strength in documented by Gorynin, et al. 14 in a stainless steel irradiated

Figure 3. This indicates that the yield strength is a better at 300°C to a fluence of 1.xl021 n/cm 2 (g> 1 MeV). Planar

measure of radiation damage than fluence. It also suggests that defornlation was also obser_,ed by Suzuki, et al. 15 during in-

tim radiation-induced hardening and micros)rue)tire may be situ deformation of proton-irradiated 304SS at room

playing ,t roie in IASCC. Hardening alone does not appear to tetnperature, l lowever, defect-free channels were not

be sufficient to explain cracking susceptibility, but may act in produced during deformation. Some other early work on

cCmlbinationwith radiation-induced segregation, deformatioll of an irradiated Cu-AI alloy with a very low



slacking fault energy, however, indicated tlmt channels were Figure 5, but isulated dislocations can be seen along tl_e side
difficult :to form. t6 walls of a channel.

The evidence is very limited therefore as to whether dislocation

channels actually form in stainless steels. If channels do not
form, there must be some other deformation mechanisna to

account for the ductility that is observed. To better understand

the mechanisms for hardening in the irradiated stainless steel,

high-erLergy particle irradiation is being used to create a

microstructure that is similar to that proctuced by neutron

irradiation. The effect of a wide range of parameters such as

dose, irradiation temperature, and material composition on

deformation microstructure can, be efficiently studied using ion-

irradiation techrticlues. Preliminary results examining

deformation characteristics at 288°C in proton-irradiated

material, and in nickel-ion irradiated material at room

temperature, are described in the following sections.

Figure 400. Surfitce al)pt:arance of [)rolcm-irratliatcd 304L SS
Deformation in Proton-lrracliatecl 304SS after 9% strain at 288°C.

Eal_etiJtzen tal

High-purity, very low carbort 304SS (Fe-20.7Cr-8.9Ni-I.I.lVln-

0.09Si-0.003C) was cold rolled and heat treated in argon at
o

850 C for one hour to achieve a recrystallized grain structure

with a grain size of -10 lmL TEM and tensile samples were
o

irradiated to 1 dpa with 3.4 MeV protons at 400 C. Following

irradiation, the tensile samples were strained in tension to 3 and

9% total elongation at 288°C in argon. The post-deformation

sl_rfaee of the tensile specimer_s was characterized by scanning

electron microscopy (SEM), while characterization of

nficrostructural evoltttion during deformation was performed

using a Philips EM400T transmission electron microscope

(TEM). In addition, surfaces of tensile samples tested in 288°C
1718water envirc)nments for SCC resistance ' were also examined.

Ohservatiopts

Deformed samples exhibit well-defined, and widely spaced,

steps on the surface within individual grains. Steps are clearly l ltm

visible even optically, and stand out as ledges in the SEM as

shown in Figure 4(a). These steps corresponded to the l::igurc,l(b). TEM microstructure c_fproton irradiated 30,1L SSafter 9% strain at 288°C
presence of dislocation channels on <lll> slip planes

identified by "FEM examination, l-:igure 4(b). The dislocation
['2achgrnin has one or two directions in whiclt channeling haschannels consist of multiple p_trallel planes in wldch one • I

occurred, and at the mtersecti(ms when two slip systems are
dislocation after another travels across the'breadth of the grain

to the opposite grain I_ountlary. Dislocation pile-ups are active, cross slip is readily apl-)arent. Cross slip is not visible
in the 3% sarnl)le, thougla in some grains a seconcl slip system

observed at the boundaries without obvious slip transfer
is visible. Increasing the bulk deformation from 3 tu 9%

through tl_e boundary. Defects and dislocation loops are no
increases the density and width uf channels and recluces theirlunger visible within many of tl_e channels as illustrated in



Di.vcu_'sion

Defect-free regions are observed ,,vithin tile matrix

deformatiort bands indicating that dislocation channeling does

occur in 304SS under these irradiation and deforrnation

"_ conditions. Contrary to the low-temperature results of

Suzuki et al, 15 interstitial loops have al)l)arently been

unfaulted, converted to rnobile perfect loops and eliininated

to form the defect-free clmnnels. Current experiments

examine a much more dense irradiation microstructure with

smaller (>10X) loop sizes, and employ a deformation

teruperature that is 265°C greater than Suzuki's experiments.

Since the irradiation microstructure and &:formation

temperature used in this work ;.ire similar to LWR conditions,

it appears likely that dislocation channeling is the primary

deformati on lnode d u ri ng SS R-SCC tests of ne u t ron-i rradiated

SSs described in I:igure 3.

t--'--q

50nm l.ow-Terlll!c__'rattire Deformation in ! leavy-lon-lrradiated

.................................................. 3()4l_,SS

Figure 5. Dislocation cilannel in proton-irradiated 3()4L SS, b_imHme_md

deformed 9% ;.it 288 °C. Commerciul purity 3041.SS (I-:e-18.6Cr-8.gNi-l.SMn-0.46Si-

0.016C-0.083N) was prepared botli as TEM samples and as

miniature tensile samples approximately 17-rnn_ long "with a
spacing. Isolated stacking faulls are observed in the matrix

gage width of 3 ram. Ileavily coM worked samples were heat
between major channels for both samples. Adjacent to these treated in v_.lctltllil at 900Oc for two hours to achieve a
channels on <1111> planes are bands of e martensite. The

recrystallized grain structure with a grain size of -30 ,urn.
Sl)acing and location of these bands of rnartensite suggest that

q'EM and tensile samples were irradiated to a total dose of 2
it may result from the transformation of a heavily deformed

or 5 dpa with 5 MeV Ni ++ ions at 500°C. Following
region at the edges of the dislocation channels. Whether this

irradiation, the tensile sarnples were strained in tension to 5
tralisforniation occurred during 288°C straining or during low-

and 10% total elorlgation at 23°C. The deforrnation
temperature TEM specimen preparatiori has yet to be

specimens were then characterized by SEM and TEM

determined, techniqtms as described for the proton-irradiated material.

Slip steps were also seen on the surfaces of SCC Smnl)les , Ot>servations
irradiated at either 400 ° or at 200°(...", and tested in 288°C

lle;.lvy-ion irradiation to 5 dpa produced a dislocation loop
water environmer_ts. The slip steps ;.ire inore prem_inent in

density of approxirnately 3 x 1016 cm -3. Dislocations were
s;.tml)les taken to higher strains I)efore failure (up t() _20%), t)ut

also present as loop tangles _.llld short segments. A binmdal
the Sl)acing of these steps dM not increase significantly above

size distribution of loops was observed, with a significant

tllat for tim 9%sami)le. 'l'lltis, dislocation cllal)nclirig appeurs tlensity of small Io(.)l)S (less than5 nm) and it high density of
to be the prinlary deformatioli mode prior to crack initiation

li)ol+')sbet,,vecri 10 and 20 nln in diameter. The larger loops
and durillg crack l)rOl)agutiotl. 'l'his particular 304SS Ileal is

show black-white contrast under dynmllic diffracting
higtily susceptible t(} IGSCC after pr{)t{Jn irradiati{}tt at 400 {}r

conditions, while tim small l{)()ps (al..l del'uct clusters) exllibit
200 °C: even thot@l radiation-induced segregution is litnitetl, t7,18

• "black Slmt" co,trast.
'f'llis iiiiplies that a radiation hardening lIlechailistll illay I)e

iiill)Orlallt ill the o_lset of St'-2(]. SEM observations of tile dcforined stlrface of S;.tlIlples

irradiated to 5 dl)a show a high dciisity of steps (ill the surface

as illustrated in Figure 6. 'l'hcse steps ch;.illge orientation

acr()ss graiil arid twin boundaries, aud have reasonal)ly

5
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Llflil'ofnl spacings within individual grains. Actual spacings

bet',veeu s!eps varied from grail_ to grain. A primary difference

between the 5 arid 10% deformed samples is in the spacings of

the steps. Step spaciag after 5% deformation ranged frmn

about 1 to 5 p.m, approximately twice that for the 10% sample

with spacings ffonl 0.3 to 2 g.nl.

TEM examination of deformed samples revealed bands

extending across the grains corresponding in spacing to the

steps identified on the surface. The bands lie parallel to the

I-----I
0,1 itm

Figure 7(!)). Deformation twins in ion-irradiated 304L SS,

deformed 10% at room temperature.

slip planes and generally appear on more than one slip l)lane

in an individual grain as shown in Figure 7. Some of thet----q
aum bands in tile 5% deformed sample (Figure 7a) show throl_gh-

.....................................

....... thickness fringe contrast similar to extended stacking faults
Figure _:_. Surface appcarmmc of ion-irradiated 304L SS after

10% strain at room temperature, suggesting a planar nature. Many thicker bands do not exhibit
this contrast and have been identified as deforrnation twins

through diffraction spot and dark field analysis. Isolated

stacking faults were also observed in the matrix between the

bands. Planar faults were no longer evident as deformation

was increased to 10%. All of the bands in this sample h_ttt
finite thickness aml were itMexed as deformation twins on

< 11l > planes. Twins were uniformly spaced irt most grains

and ranged in width up to ~20am as illustrated in Figure 7(b).

There also appear to be localized regions of e martensite in

the high-strain microstructure which may be formed during

sample preparation.

Di.vczZ.vsi()I/

'l'he twins observed in the 10% tlefor_ne.d material appear to

_n'iginatc from the narrow islip bum.Is or channels seen in the

5% deformed nutteri;.d. Because of the inability of faulted

' dish}cations to form extensive jogs, the dislocations are
I------q
o.s,m confined to tile il_itial glide plane. The interactiot_ of tim

Figuze 7(a). "I'EM microslrt_ctutcs of i_f_-irradiatcd 304I. SS altct faulled glide dislocations with the irradiation defects could

10% strain at room tcrnpczatufc, produce some very effective dislocation locks, particularly at



low tclnpetattlre. I)islocation pile-ups would lie expected with conHmncnt if tile test strain rate is slow enough, llowever,

ari increase ill the localized stress. A point will be reached it is well established tllat oxidizillg higli-tenllmrature water

where it inay be easier to riucleate a twin tllan to COl_tinue envirortments are required for ICI cracking at low-to-moderate

dislocation glide. The situatiori is analogotlS to nucleating twirls fluences (<3x 1021 n/till2). 3'2t) 'lTlerefore, IASCC

in heavily deformed, unirradiated metals. Unlike dislocatiori susceptibility may be a precursor to a nlore gerleral IG

channelirlg, twinnirig does riot lerlmve tlle loop darrlage on the enibrittlemcrli suscet)tibility in irradiated SSs.

twin plane. As shown by Verlables, 17 a twin intersecting it

perfect dislocation ill tile nlatrix converts it to it perfect Slip planarity has Iorig been ideritified as detrirrlerltal to SCC
arid hydrogen elnbrittlement resistance by promotingdislocation in tile twirlrled matrix. 'l\vin dishications do not
dislocation pileups and high local stresses. Since grainbecorrle jogged by the intersection. 'Flle mechanisln by which

slip dislocations interact and absorb irradiation defects wouhl I.)ouladary ledges are an excellent stress coricerltration site and

riot be applicable to tWil_ning dislocations. Twirl growth cart be a prinlary dislocation source, these interfacial regions carl
achieve very high stresses. Under tensile loading, several

slowed and ever_tually stopped through the elastic interaction
options are available at tile I)oundary to accornnlodate these

with tile small dislocation loops, hence only narrow twins are
high stresses inchtding eniission of dislocations which nnlst

observed. This is the general case for low stackirig fault energy
eliznirlate, bypass or cut tllrougll matrix defects to forrri slip

alloys where r,vin mlcleation is easy, but growtli is restricted due

to tl_e inhibition of tile surrourlding dislocations. Only film bands, creation of deformatiori twins, or bourldary cracking.
Deforrrlaii,.m studies on irradiated COl)per indicated that

deformation twins are commonly observed in these alloys.
dislocation channels form during plastic deformation, but

The observation of channels with finite and observable widthill reach at saturatiori width and density at relatively srnall

the proton-irradiated material as compared to the nickel-ion strains. 2t In other words, dislocation channels natty have it

irradiated SS could be due solely to tile higher deformation finite life before pile-ups are created to shut down tile source

temperature (288 ° versus 23°C). The temperature at which arid there exists a mirlimum spacing between these sources.

vacancy mobility becomes irnlmrtarit in stainless steel is near Tllis behavior is sirriilar to that observed iri Ihe irradiated

300°C. Increased thermal ;.tctivation coupled with a lower 304SSs examined ill tilts Sttldy. As awtilable char)trois for

strain rate should allow dislocatioris to move ()tit of tim glide plasticity are eliminated, local stresses may exceed the grain

l)latle forming wider channels. The lack of twins at 288°C boundary cohesive energy and prorriote IG crack advance.

could then be due to an inability to reach the critical stress The environmental effect on this cracking could result from

necessary for twin nucleation. It is possible tllat e martensite sllarpening tile IG crack tip by dissolutiori (increases local

is a nlore favorable trarisforrnation than t',villning ;.it tile stress) and by supplyil]g corrosion-induced liydrogen to the

elevated temperature, but it lalust be established precisely when l)oundary region (decreases interfacial cohesive energy). Both

the martensite forms. Martensite can be formecl in heavily of these processes will be sensitive to the radiation-induced

deformed SSs by low-temperature exposure, but it is not known grain bouridary composition.

,,vliether the -40°C telnl)erature used during TEM specimen

preparatiorl is sufficient in this case. lntcrgranular cracking may also be promoted by localized
plasticity within or near tile boundary plarie. Since the grain

botindary is a sink for radiatioll.-induced defects, a rlarrow

12nplicaiions on IASCC. Si,scep2!.il)ili_ regioll (on tilt order (if nanolrleters) Sllrrotllldillg tile illterface

will bc free (if dislocation loops. Grairl I._ouridary slidirig andl,tntliati(m harcleiling in austenitic SSs reslllts from the
active slip ()11 <111> planes willlin this narrow zorie inay

formation of small interstitial loops which effectively iml)edc
occur allld could be enhanced by the presence of hydrogen.

dislocation source ol)eratioii and dislocation ll-iotion tllrougll the
"l'his lJroccss is inore likely to, occnr in-core where ct)ntinuotlS

matrix. Bulk plasticity is liinited to localized deforinatiun

withili bands as illustrated by tim charged-particle irradiatious, inigralion of wicancics and iillerstitials to grain boun(laries will
increase local diffusivities zlnd dislocation rrlobilities, l.ocalized

'l'he hJw stacking fault energy in 304SS makes tile l)rocess of
i

dislocatio? clmnilelingdifficult arid promotes extensive twinning plasticity of this type may act in concert with a decohesion
liieclianisin to prompt IASCC. In both cases, hydrogen lnay

at low tenll)eratnres, i x, prinlary qtleslioll is liow this

illholl'l()gelleO'tlS deformation characleristics lrlay influence IG [lily ail ilnportant role. A inore detailed interracial

failure. Manahan, et al. 20 has sliowii that IG cracking Call be characterizatioii is necessary to dcternline how grain

illtluced ill higllly irradiated SSs without fill CllvirtJnrrlent;.il
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